Abstract: This paper uses concepts from sheaf theory to explicate phenomena in concurrent systems, including object, inheritance, deadlock, and non-interference, as used in computer security. The approach is very general, and applies not only to concurrent object oriented systems, but also to systems of di erential equations, electrical circuits, hardware description languges, and much more. Time can be discrete or continuous, linear or branching, and distribution is allowed over space as well as time. Concepts from category theory help to achieve this generality: objects are modeled by sheaves; inheritance by sheaf morphisms; systems by diagrams; and interconnections by diagrams of diagrams. In addition, behaviour is given by limit, and the result of interconnection by colimit. The approach is illustrated with many examples, including a semantics for a simple concurrent object-based programming language.
Introduction
Many popular formalisms for concurrent systems are syntactic (or \formal") in the sense that they represent systems by expressions, and then reason about systems by manipulating the corresponding expressions. For example, Milner's CCS 36], Hoare's CSP 30] and Bergstra's ACP 5] provide process algebras, which represent systems by expressions in which the primitives for process combination are implicitly de ned by sets of equations; a quite di erent formal approach to concurrency is Girard's linear logic 12].
What we call semantic, or model theoretic, approaches, provide complete sets of possible behaviours for systems. Such approaches have received less attention than syntactic approaches, but are important as standards against which to test the soundness and completeness of syntactic approaches, and also for de ning basic general concepts, such as deadlock and information ow. Moreover, they are closer to our physical intuition, can often describe examples in simple and natural ways, and integrate easily with such additional considerations as data structure, objects and constraints. Trace models, as used in CSP 30] and other process algebras, are a prototypical example. From this point of view, Petri nets 40], (labelled) transition systems 45] , and synchronisation trees 36] can also be seen as syntactic.
Actually, things are not quite so simple, because the approaches that we have lumped together as \syntactic" really have varying degrees of semantics. For example, transition systems and synchronisation trees have been used as semantics for CCS and CSP; also, CSP has a \preferred" model, based on failures and refusals 30]. Petri nets have been used as models for linear logic (e.g., 35]), and set theoretic models have been given for Hewitt's actor approach 1]. Moreover, CCS expressions have been used as models for temporal logic. One person's syntax is another person's semantics.
Thanks also to the Programming Research Group, Oxford University. The research reported in this paper has been supported in part by grants from the Science and Engineering Research Council, and the Fujitsu Corporation. This paper proposes a new model theoretic approach to concurrency based on sheaves. Sheaf theory developed in mathematics for studying relationships between local and global phenomena, and has been applied in algebraic geometry, di erential geometry, analysis, and even logic. It has also been given an abstract form using category theory 29, 28] , which among other things provides some general results about limits that are used in this paper. From the point of view of concurrency theory, it seems suggestive to think of sheaves as a generalisation of trace models. Sheaves handle real time systems, and variation over space as well as over time, either discrete or continuous, in fact over any topological space, in a very natural way. The de nition of sheaf involves a generalisation of the pre x closure condition for traces, and introduces an important new idea, called the sheaf condition.
Our main motivation for using sheaf theory in Computing Science is the desire to give semantics for \new generation" systems, such as object-based concurrent information systems, programming languages, and operating systems. This approach allows integrating concurrency with objects, data abstraction, information hiding, etc., and also helps to illuminate the notion of inheritance. Having such a semantic approach can be a signi cant help when designing a new language; for example, a sheaf theoretic approach helped with the design of funnel, a hardware description language 42].
The approach is declarative and constraint based, and does not require distinguishing inputs and outputs. This makes it easy to treat applications such as constraint logic programming and electrical circuits that are essentially relational, in the sense that they involve nding solutions for a number of simultaneous relations (which are not just functions); in particular, there may be more than one solution, or no solution. It seems possible that functional input/output thinking has held back progress in this area, by making it more di cult to treat systems that involve the interdependent origination of their observed behaviour. Another goal has been to obtain a general model theoretic framework, within which general concepts such as deadlock and non-interference can be de ned independent of formalism, and within which a wide variety of approaches can be compared. It may be worth emphasising that true concurrency can be modeled, and that we are not at all dependent upon interleaving. In particular, Lilius 34] has shown how to model Petri nets in our sheaf theoretic framework.
This paper builds on a much earlier paper 15] which used sheaf theory as part of a research programme on \Categorical General Systems Theory" 13, 14, 18] . My interest in this area was revived by the desire to give a semantics for foops (a Functional Object Oriented Programming System) 22, 25] and for the Rewrite Rule Machine, a multi-grain hierarchical massively parallel graph rewriting machine (see 19] and 17]).
The main points made in this paper about the relationship between sheaves and objects are the following:
objects give rise to sheaves; inheritance relations correspond to sheaf morphisms; systems are diagrams of sheaves; and the behaviour of a system is given by the limit of its diagram. Here \diagram" and \limit" are to be understood in the sense of category theory. We also treat the interconnection of systems using colimits. Although this paper tries to give some philosophical motivation for these points, it does not attempt a serious philosophical treatment. This paper has more de nitions and examples than results. But the variety of examples may be surprising, and some of them illustrate a simple new approach to an important application area, the semantics of distributed concurrent (possibly object oriented) systems. Some of the de nitions may also be surprising for their generality, including a notion of security that generalises the Goguen-Meseguer non-interference approach 20, 21]; indeed, this seems to be the most general such de nition in the literature, and it applies, for example, to the security of real time distributed concurrent (possibly object oriented) databases. A de nition of deadlock is also given, which again seems more general than anything in the literature.
Category theory has by now been used in many studies of concurrency; for example, see 45, 35, 11] . But as far as I know, only Monteiro and Pereira 37] have previously studied concurrency using sheaves; however, their approach does not seem to be closely related to the present paper.
Prerequisites and Notation
Basic category theory and some intuition for concurrency are needed to read this paper. The former can be found many places, including 32], which requires some mathematical sophistication, and 26], which may be especially recommended because it discusses sheaves, though in a di erent formulation from ours, and because it begins rather gently. An introduction to category theory for computing scientists is 3]. Some underlying intuitions for basic categorical concepts are given in 16] , and an overview of the Computing Science categorical literature is given in 39]. A basic introduction to concurrency using CSP is 30].
We will use semicolon (\;") to denote composition of functions, so that (f; g)(x) = g(f(x)); more generally, we let semicolon denote composition in any category, and we let 1 A denote the identity morphism at the object A. In set theory, we let ! denote the set of natural numbers, f0; 1; 2; :::g, and we let #S denote the cardinality of a set S.
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Sheaves and Objects
Let us begin by asking how it is that we come to know about ordinary everyday objects. Consider a comfortable leather armchair C. Perhaps you see it brie y through a doorway, with only its left pro le visible. Perhaps you later see it from the front. Maybe you eventually sit in it and notice its leathery smell, but perhaps you never see its back or bottom, and most likely you have no idea how it is stu ed. In fact, what you have is a collection of observations of certain attributes over certain regions of space-time; you never \have" the object as a whole. We can formalise such observations as functions f : U ! A from some domain (of space-time) to some set A of attributes. If attributes A 1 ; :::; A n are observed, then we have A = A 1 ::: A n . Note that this is a semantic approach, based on direct observation of behaviour, rather than a syntactic approach, based on some sort of description or abstraction of behaviour.
The possible domains U are partially ordered by inclusion, and typically are closed under nite intersections and arbitrary unions, i.e., they form what is called a topological space. But for most of this paper, the following assumption about domains for observation is su cient:
De nition 1: A base for observation is a family of sets partially ordered by inclusion. 2
The following examples describe some typical bases for observations that are of interest in Computing Science.
Example 2: For discrete time systems, the base consisting of intervals of natural numbers starting from an initial time 0 is often appropriate. Intuitively, 0 might represent the time when the system was created, or rst observed, and the various intervals starting from 0 might represent periods of continuous observation of the system. Thus, I 0 (!) = f;; f0g; f0; 1g; f0; 1; 2g; :::g f!g;
where the set ! of all natural numbers is the domain for observations over a complete (in nite) life cycle. The notation n] = f0; :::; n ? 1g for n > 0, and 0] = ;, is often convenient when using where R + denotes the non-negative real numbers. 2 Example 5: A base consisting of certain unions of rectangles may be useful for describing the behaviour of certain systems distributed over one dimension in space and one dimension in time.
In this example, I is the set of all subsets U ! ! that satisfy the following two conditions:
1. For t 2 !, let h(U; t) = #fh j (t; h) 2 Ug; then for each t 2 !, we require that h(U; t) is nite, and that fh j (t; h) 2 Ug = h(U; t)]. 2. Given t; t 0 2 ! such that jt ? t 0 j = 1, then jh(U; t) ? h(U; t 0 )j 1.
These conditions say that each set in the base is a union of 1-by-n rectangles (for n 0), such that the heights of two adjacent rectangles always di ers by at most one; see Figure 1 . We leave it to the reader to check that this base actually is a topological space. 2
The bases of Examples 2 and 4 are topological spaces, while the base of Example 3 is not, because it is not closed under arbitrary unions. For example, this construction can be used to de ne bases that re ect branching (non-linear) time, as used in temporal logic.
Any base can be embedded in a unique least topological space, by closing under nite intersections and arbitrary unions. Hence, little is lost by assuming that the base is a topological space. Also, it will be important for future discussions to note that any base can be regarded as a subcategory of the category Set of sets, with the domains as its objects, and their inclusions as its morphisms.
Given any inclusion U V and any observation f : V ! A, we can form the restriction of f to U, denoted fj U; this is a function U ! A which has the same values as f, but is only de ned on the points in U. Given 
2
This de nition encapsulates the insight that observations are closed under restriction; this is a generalisation of the pre x closure condition of trace models. The fact that this condition can be formulated as functoriality allows the natural application of a number of basic results in category theory.
In all of our examples, the elements of each O(U) are functions, and in most of our examples, the structure category C is the category Set of sets. Section 2.2 below describes some modest (but somewhat more sophisticated) assumptions that allow us to handle other structures.
This approach can handle distribution over space, which is useful for studying multi-processor computer systems, and it can also take account of continuity, linearity, or other special structure that observations may have, by appropriate choice of T and C. In The sheaf condition says that any set of pairwise consistent local observations can be \fused" together into a unique observation over the union of their domains. A deterministic input/output system has a subset of attributes (its inputs and/or states) such that knowing their values at some point in time uniquely determines the values of the other attributes (the outputs). However, the sheaf condition does not exclude non-determinism, in either the weak sense that there is more than one f 0 2 O(V ) such that f 0 j U = f for some given f 2 O(U) with U V , or in the stronger sense that there is no subset of the attributes which is su cient to determine all of each f : U ! A in O(U). Note that non-determinism is not being modeled by sets of values in this discussion, although that could certainly be done for some applications if desired. Also, notice that if T is a compact topological space, then the nite and in nite sheaf conditions are equivalent; however, compactness does not seem to be very common in the applications.
The sheaf condition appears to be satis ed by the behaviours of all naturally arising systems from Computing Science. This \Sheaf Hypothesis" is similar to the so-called Church (or ChurchTuring) thesis, that all intuitively computable functions are computable in the precise sense of (say) Turing machines. Indeed, the claim of Scott and others that computable functions are continuous can be seen as a special case of our claim (see Section 3.3 for some related discussion). However, the sheaf condition is not satis ed by certain properties of systems, when they are expressed as presheaves. For example, we will see in Example 16 that the property of fairness gives a presheaf that is not a sheaf. However, the nite sheaf condition is satis ed by such examples, and seems to be satis ed by all naturally arising properties of systems in Computing Science. Such property presheaves also satisfy the so-called separation condition, which is the sheaf condition with \there exists a unique" replaced by just \there exists a". Summing up the above discussion, our rst main principle, which has much support from mathematical experience with many di erent kinds of geometrical object, as well as strong intuitions from concurrency theory in Computing Science, is that OBJECTS GIVE RISE TO SHEAVES.
Sheaves can be thought of as a kind of \phase space" for objects. This sense of \object" might better be called an \object template" or \ideal object," because it describes all possible behaviours. When an object is actually part of a system, it may not exhibit all of its potential behaviours, because some of these may be inconsistent with constraints imposed by other objects. Also, objects in the present sense do not have unique identi ers; we will see later on that when part of a system, an object acquires a unique identi er (it will be the node that the object labels in the diagram of the system).
Some Examples
This subsection gives a number of examples illustrating the above de nitions; some come from Computing Science, while others come from Electrical Engineering. Some more sophisticated examples are given in Section 4. where f 1 ; f 2 ; f 3 respectively denote the X; S; Y components of f. Automata can be used, for example, to de ne digital devices that have internal states, such as ip-ops. 2
Example 13: (Non-deterministic Automata): The only di erence between deterministic and non-deterministic automata is that the transition function has the form : X S ! 2 S instead of : X S ! S; that is, it returns a set of states rather than a single state. To get the sheaf for such a system, we replace the last line of the de nition of O(I) in Example 12 above by f 2 (i + 1) 2 (f 1 (i + 1); f 2 (i)) for all i; i + 1 2 I Because (f 1 (i + 1); f 2 (i)) can be empty, it may happen that there is no h 0 2 O( i + 1]) such that h 0 j i] = h for some given h 2 O( i]); even for deterministic automata, it can happen that there is more than one such h 0 , but for non-deterministic automata, there can be multiple h 0 having the same input components. A many sorted signature consists of a set S of sorts and a family of sets w;s of operation symbols, one for each w 2 S and s 2 S; we say that 2 w;s has arity w and value sort s. An operation symbol 2 w;s is interpreted as an operation A : Aw ! As, where Aw = As 1 ::: As n when w = s1:::sn. See In this setting, we could choose to exploit a more sophisticated structure category: because the di erential equations involved are linear, the spaces of solutions are vector spaces; and because they also have a topological structure, we could let C be the category of topological vector spaces; an even better choice would be the category of Banach spaces (See 46] for information on functional analysis, including Banach spaces, and Section 2.2 below for an approach to handling such additional structure.) 2
In much the same way, we could look at an object of solutions to some partial di erential equation on a smooth manifold, for example, describing the ow of heat on the surface of a sphere. This would involve a 3-dimensional space 3 , say embedded in 4-dimensional Euclidean space. See 15] for further examples along similar lines. We now return to discrete time.
Example 15: (Networks): Networks are usually built from sites and links 4 . Clearly the sites can be regarded as objects, and for many purposes it is also convenient to regard the links as objects. For example, it is not possible to send arbitrary signals over a real link, because it has a certain bandwidth, certain conventions about how signals are represented, certain physical properties, etc. Thus, we represent a network by a graph whose nodes include both the sites and the links of the network, and whose edges represent a connection from a node to a link.
For example, consider a network with four sites, labelled P1; P2; P3; P4, and four links, labelled F1; F2; F3; F4, as in the gure of Example 40. We can regard such a graph as de ning a preorder, with n > n 0 i there is a link from n to n 0 . For example, P1 > F1. The downclosed sets then give a topology, in which an open neighborhood N is a collection of sites and links such that if a site is in N, then all the links connected to it are also in N. The topologies of various SIMD and MIMD multi-processor architectures can be handled in this way. 3 The third dimension is for time. 4 The words \node" and \edge" would perhaps be clearer, but would con ict with the use of these words in connection with graphs later in this discussion.
Real networks are dynamic in the sense that some sites and/or links may sometimes be \down" and other times be \up." Some networks \dynamically recon gure" themselves. It might seem that such networks cannot be modeled with the xed topologies discussed above. However, they can be, by xing in advance all potential communication links, and including \up/down" as part of the state of each node. For example, if the potential sites are fS i j i 2 !g, and if there is a potential link L i;j between each pair (i; j) of sites, then we let N = fS i j i 2 !g fL i;j j i; j 2 !g where L i;j < S i ; S j for all i; j 2 !. Similarly, for a \star" topology, we would let N = fS i j i 2 !g f?g where ? denotes the central node, with ? < S i for each i 2 !. which is a concatenation of strings, the rst consisting of some a's followed by some b's or else some b's followed by some a's, and so on forever. It is interesting now to notice that for each n 2 !, F( n]) = fa; bg n ;
i.e., any behaviour is possible on each nite interval f0; :::; n ? 1g, including all a's, and all b's.
If we now suppose that F is a sheaf, then the sheaf condition implies that F(!) = fa; bg ! ;
i.e., that any behaviour is also possible in the limit. But this contradicts the de nition of F; therefore F is not a sheaf. However, it does satis es the nite sheaf and gluing conditions. 2 Example 17: (Stacks): We can give an implementation for a stack that is distributed in space, as well as in time, using the base of Example 5, by de ning O(U) = ff : U ! ! j h 2 h(U; t) \ h(U; t + 1) ) f(t; h) = f(t + 1; h)g:
(It might not appear so at rst, but this example does satisfy the in nite sheaf condition.) 2 
Structure Categories
This subsection presents some assumptions on the structure category C that will make everything work just as well as in the set case. (This material can be skipped on a rst reading, as it requires somewhat more sophisticated category theory.)
Because De nition 8 involves an attribute object A = A 1 ::: A n , we must assume that structure categories have nite products. In fact, we will see later that we need limits over all small (or at least nite) diagrams, i.e., we need ( nite) completeness. All of the proposed structure categories mentioned so far in fact satisfy these assumptions, so they are not very restrictive in practice. This means that the underlying set of a product object in C can be taken to be the product of the underlying sets of the component objects; for example, we can get a product of two vector spaces by giving a vector space structure to the product of their underlying sets. In the following section, we will see that limits give the behaviour of systems; hence they are quite basic to our approach.
Here is how the de nition of object looks in the present general setting: It seems worth noting at this point that every presheaf is contained in a least sheaf, called its enveloping sheaf; more precisely, there is a left adjoint to the inclusion functor of sheaves into presheaves, called the shea cation functor; see 44] for some further details.
System, Behaviour and Interconnection
The previous section presented objects as coherent collections of possible observations. This section considers systems of such objects, and in particular, it considers how their joint behaviour is determined by the behaviours of their components. It also considers relationships of inheritance between objects, and how to interconnect systems. A very general compositionality result is proved for these notions. This approach seems especially convenient for systems that are highly concurrent, such as electrical circuits (whose component objects are capacitors, resistors, inductors, etc.) and digital circuits (whose components are ip ops, invertors, AND gates, etc.).
Systems
This subsection argues that systems can be modeled by diagrams of sheaves. In order to consider systems as diagrams, we need an appropriate notion of morphism between objects; these must be able to express the kinds of relationships between objects that arise when they are connected together to form systems; we argue that such relationships can be regarded as instances of inheritance. We use preobject morphisms to express relationships between component objects in a system, de ned as follows: O n 1 P P P P P P P P P q which we describe by saying that O inherits from O 1 ; :::; O n . Now let us return to the question of how objects form systems: in order for two objects to interact, they must each inherit something (some attributes and behaviour) from a third object; i.e., they must share a \common language" before they can speak to each other. This may be pictured as follows:
Let us call this a \valley" or \V" diagram. In many cases, the shared \language" E consists of all possible behaviours having states in some attribute object, that is, it has the form E(I) = ff : I ! A j M(f)g for each I 2 T , where the relation M may, for some application areas, express some minimal conditions (such as being linear, bounded, or continuously di erentiable) and where A contains the states of some communication medium, such as the real numbers or an appropriate alphabet of events. It is common that M(f) holds for all f, and in general we expect M to be such that J I and M(f) imply M(fj J); the latter condition is su cient for E to be a functor. It may help to think of E as the general object of all possible event streams or traces.
Another common case is that some relationship holds between two languages. This may be pictured as follows:
Let us call this a \peak" diagram. For example, an invertor is a relation between two objects of discrete time Boolean valued event streams. Similarly, AND an OR gates are relations between three such objects.
A more general way for two objects to communicate is for there to be a \boundary object" that can translate between their languages, or at least pass along some information, based on the existence of a relationship between the two languages. The system diagram for this is a \double valley" or \W" diagram, as follows: in which O i has language E i (for i = 1; 2) and R is a relation between these languages. For example, E 1 might be all streams over discrete time and E 2 all streams over continuous time, with R ! E 1 and R ! E 2 giving the translation of a discrete time interval f0; 1; :::; ng to a continuous time interval 0; n + 1). Similarly, R might translate between two di erent clocks, thus allowing for asynchronous communication. In line with our attempt to keep the category theoretic prerequisites of this paper to a minimum, we may explain the above with the following:
De nition 25: A system S consists of a graph with nodes n 2 N labelled by (pre)objects S n and with edges e : n ! n 0 labelled by morphisms ' e : S n ! S n 0 . 2 All of the (pre)objects and morphisms in S are assumed to have the same base and the same structure category. (We will later give a more sophisticated de nition of system.)
Behaviour
This subsection argues that the behaviour of a system is given by the limit of its diagram. Let us begin by constructing an object that describes all the possible behaviours of a system. So let us assume a system S with objects S n for n 2 N, and let us choose some xed domain I 2 T .
Then a possible behaviour of the system over I is a choice of one behaviour for each object, say f n : I ! A n in S n (I), such that this family f n is mutually consistent, in the sense that for each morphism ' e : S n ! S n 0 we have ' e (f n ) = f n 0 . Let us call such a family ff n j n 2 Ng a consistent net of points in S. Thus, the object of behaviours of the system has, for each I 2 T , L(I) = ( ff n j n 2 Ng f n 2 S n (I) and ' e : S n ! S n 0
imply ' e (f n ) = f n 0 ) ; that is, it contains all of the consistent nets of points over I.
When the structure category C is Set, it is well known (e.g., 32, 26] ) that L(I) is (a construction for) the limit of the diagram S(I) in which each node n is labelled by S n (I) and each edge e : n ! n 0 is labelled by ' e : S n (I) ! S n 0 (I). (One might say that the limit is \trying to make the diagram commute".)
We now draw upon another general result from category theory, showing that limits of diagrams of preobjects are computed \pointwise," i.e., we have the following, in which lim n S n denotes the limit of a system S of objects S n , including their morphisms:
Proposition 26: Any diagram S of presheaves with values in a structure category C has a limit, and in fact, for each U 2 T , lim n S n (U) = lim n (S n (U)) :
Proof: This follows directly from a well known result about limits in functor categories that is proved, for example, in 32] and 26], using the assumption that the structure category has limits. 2
This motivates our fourth main principle, that BEHAVIOUR IS LIMIT.
Proposition 26 and our assumption that C has limits imply that every system has a behaviour object L. But this does not mean that every system actually exhibits behaviour over every I 2 T ; for example (assuming C = Set), it is possible that L(I) = ; for some, or even for all, I 2 T . To illustrate this principle, the parallel composition of two objects, O 1 k O 2 , is the sheaf given by their product, O 1 O 2 , and their synchronised parallel connection is given by the limit of a valley diagram, where synchronising events occur in the bottom object.
The relationship between global and local behaviour that arises between a system and its component objects should be distinguished from the global/local relationship stated in the sheaf condition of De nition 9. The rst concerns the behaviour of multi-object systems, through diagrams and their limits, while the second concerns \glueing together" behaviour over domains.
Interconnection
The principles that objects are sheaves, systems are diagrams, and behaviour is limit are all taken from some earlier work in categorical General System Theory 13, 14, 18] . Another principle from this work is that interconnecting systems corresponds to taking colimits in the category of systems, where sharing is indicated by inclusion maps from shared parts into the systems that share them. The papers 13, 14, 18] develop some very general results in this setting, including the so-called Interconnection and Behaviour Theorems, which are given below 5 . We apply this material to show that the behaviour of a sheaf at a limit point is the limit of its behaviours at approximating points. (This is more technical than most of the rest of the paper, and some readers may wish to skip it on a rst reading.)
In order to have a category of systems, we rst need to de ne morphisms of systems. It is convenient to do this in the general setting of diagrams over an arbitrary category 6 Actually, the results given here are somewhat more general than those in 13, 14, 18] , because the restriction to so-called interconnection morphisms has been removed.
Here the operation \;" on natural transformations is their vertical composition, whereas \ " is their horizontal composition; e.g., see 32] . Although De nition 25 de ned a system to be a kind of labelled graph, it is not di cult to see that any such labelled graph extends uniquely to a functor with source the category of paths in the given graph; and conversely, any functor can be considered a labelling of the underlying graph of its source category. So De nition 27 is consistent with De nition 25.
The direction of the arrows n : D 1 (F (n)) ! D 0 (n) may seem counter-intuitive at rst, but, for example, in the common case of an inclusion from a one node diagram into a system, it corresponds to need for translating the language of an object in the system into that of the object in the one node diagram.
It is not di cult to check the following: Taking colimits in the category Dgm(S) corresponds to interconnecting systems. For example, interconnecting two relations (represented by \peak" diagrams) over a common object gives a \double peak" diagram, whose behaviour (i.e., limit) gives the relation which is the composition of the two given relations, as illustrated in Figure 2 . We may summarise the above discussion in the following principle, from 13, It may be amusing, and perhaps surprising, that Theorem 31 can be used to prove that the behaviour of a sheaf at a \limit point" is the limit of the behaviours leading up to it. Given a presheaf O : T op ! C with C complete, let U = S j2J U j in T , for some index set J. Let 
: : :
where all arrows are restriction morphisms. From this, we conclude that O is a sheaf i its behaviour O(U) at U is the limit of its behaviours O(U j ) at U j , whenever U = 
Discussion
We have considered systems at three di erent levels: (1) objects, as collections of possible observations; (2) systems, as collections of interacting objects; and (3) interconnections, as systems of interacting systems. A wide variety of systems can be treated in this way, including digital hardware, electrical circuits, and (as shown in the next section) concurrent programming languages. Concepts from category theory have helped achieve this generality: we model objects as sheaves; systems as diagrams; and interconnections as diagrams of diagrams. In addition, behaviour is given by limit, and the result of interconnection by colimit. Although we have not done so here, it is possible to iterate these constructions to obtain hierarchical systems of arbitrary depth; see 13, 14, 18] .
Our approach to systems is declarative or constraint based in the sense that behaviour arises through \mutual e ects" or \interdependent origination" rather than through the propagation of causes and e ects; in particular, we do not assume that all devices have inputs and outputs, and hence we are not limited to simple functional devices 7 . In this setting, what it means for a system to satisfy a speci cation (i.e., a presheaf representing some property, such as fairness) is that if we interconnect that property with the system, then the resulting behaviour is the same as (i.e., is isomorphic to) the behaviour of the original system. It is interesting to look at so-called \internal choice" and \external choice" in the context of limits of diagram of sheaves. We have already noted that non-determinism simply corresponds to there being more than one function to choose from in some set O n (U). When O n participates in some larger system, some of these elements may no longer be consistent with overall system behaviour { i.e., they may not be in the n component of any consistent net of points for the system. More interestingly, the n component may be completely determined by the behaviour of the rest of the system. In this case, we may say that \external choice" is being exerised. But if several values for the nth component remain, then we may say that O n has \internal choice".
Under a constraint oriented view of systems, the distinction between internal and external choice appears somewhat arti cial, and may depend on the point of view taken. (Formulating the above discussion for an arbitrary structure category requires some additional concepts that are discussed in Section 4.2.)
It is worth noting that the sheaves that arise from some particular model of concurrency, such as some kind of transition system, typically form a complete subcategory of the category of all sheaves over the appropriate base; in general, there will be some sheaves that do not correspond to any system of the given kind.
are operations on programs, := is assignment, skip is the instruction that does nothing, and , ! indicates a subsort relation (based on order-sorted algebra 23]). We also assume that the sorts Uid, Var and Nat are populated by a countably in nite number of mutually disjoint constants.
Typical elements of sort Uid are Tom, Dick and Harry, and of Var are X; Y; Z, while the elements of sort Nat are of course 0,1,2,... . We let j j denote the set of all symbols in ; hence j j denotes the set of all nite strings of elements from . Unless otherwise indicated, variables w; w 0 ; w 1 , etc. range over j j .
Our language is the algebra T of all -terms, constructed just like the order sorted term algebra in 23], except that in order to simplify the transition rules to be given below, we will use reverse Polish (i.e., Polish post x, or Lukasiewicz) notation for the terms of sort Pgm, which will represent programs. To simplify the notation, we will sometimes write u 2 Uid instead of u 2 T ;Uid and similarly for X 2 Var and the other sorts. So n 2 Nat i n 2 !. Also, we abbreviate T ;Pgm by P .
For simplicity, we will use discrete time in this example, so that T = I 0 (!). Then the appropriate event stream object E is given, for I 2 T , by E(I) = ff j f : I ! P g:
Next, we give the objects that de ne the semantics of the various features of the language. We now de ne a series of objects, one for each feature of the language, which when put together give a system whose semantics is that of the language. Example 34: (Assign) Assignment is de ned by a family of objects G X , one for each X 2 Var. G X has attribute object ! P and is de ned by the following:
7 ! h0; wi hm; w := Xnw 0 i 7 ! hn; w 00 skip w 000 i hn; wpXw 0 i 7 ! hn; w 00 pnw 000 i if p 6 = := where n 2 ! and p 2 . This says the each variable initially has value 0, that an assignment of n to X causes the object G X to remember n, and that the variable X can be replaced by its value, unless it occurs just after :=. The projection is from the second component of the pair G Z 6 E U and the limit of this diagram evaluates programs in our little language. In the limit object, at each instant of time, each object has a copy of the same program, and possibly some internal state, such as the value of a variable. As time progresses, the program is simpli ed as worker objects process its parts. This processing is concurrent and distributed. Moreover, the objects for variables are true objects in the sense of object oriented programming, although very simple ones. The consistent nets of points in the limit object can be seen as the run time states of the computation. If we add more workers, then programs can be executed more quickly. Note that these objects can be seen as (in nite state) automata. Of course, this is a simple example. But seems clear that the same techniques will extend to much more complex languages. For example, it is easy to add more language constructs, such as loops. Another interesting feature to add would be abort. Also, it seems that the semantics of the functional and object oriented language foops 22, 25] and of the Rewrite Rule Machine (see 19] and 17]) can be developed in a similar way, and I hope these will be discussed in future papers. See 7] for some other applications of sheaf theory to concurrent systems.
Deadlock
It is important that many real systems should be deadlock free, in the sense that they do not get into dead states. De nitions of deadlock in the literature tend to be syntactic, and as far as I am aware, there is no de nition that is su ciently general to encompass all of the kinds of system considered in this paper. The following proposes one:
De nition 39: If L is the limit object of a system, then the system has deadlock at h 2 L(U) i for all U 0 U and all h 0 2 L(U 0 ) such that h 0 j U = h, we have h 0 (i) = h 0 (i 0 ) for all i; i 0 2 U 0 ?U. Furthermore, the system terminates at h 2 L(U) i (8U 0 U)(8h 0 2 L(U 0 )) h 0 j U 6 = h. 2
Deadlock at h says that if the system has evolved through the events in h, then evolution into a di erent state is impossible. Terminating at h is a more drastic form of deadlock in which there is no possible future behaviour of the system that extends h. For example, consider a short circuited 6 volt battery: it cannot have both a 6 and a 0 volt potential di erence between its terminals. Thus, a discrete time system in a state where in the next instant a switch will be thrown that produces a short circuit is terminal at that state. (Of course, a more realistic model would show a large current ow followed by the decay of either the battery and/or the wiring, but in the simple model chosen for this example, a short circuit is an inconsistency which precludes any future behaviour.)
The following is a common example in the Computing Science literature on concurrency:
Example 40: (Dining Philosophers): This somewhat fanciful situation involves four philosophers supported in a research institute with a circular table, the center of which always contains a plate of food. This food must be eaten seated at the table with one fork in each hand. The table has four forks, one between each two adjacent chairs. Philosophers are asynchronous processes that think and eat.
Let us now construct a formal model of this situation: Let P = fP1; P2; P3; P4g be the names of the four philosophers, and let F = fF1; F2; F3; F4g be names for the four forks. Then the following is a diagram for this situation as a system: The fork object between philosophers P and P 0 has states s 2 fP; P 0 ; ?g with the following transitions, s 7 ! s ? 7 ! s s 7 ! ?
That is, a fork can remain as it is, can be picked up, and can be put down.
Each philosopher P has states s = hl; n; ri for l; r 2 P ? = P f?g and n 2 ft; eg (t and e stand for \thinking" and \eating" 10 respectively), and has the following transitions: 7 ! h?; t; ?i hl; n; ri 7 ! hl 0 ; n; r 0 i if l; l 0 ; r; r 0 6 = P hl; t; ri 7 ! hl 0 ; e; r 0 i if l; l 0 ; r; r 0 6 = P hl; e; ?i 7 ! hl 0 ; e; Pi if l; l 0 6 = P hl; e; Pi 7 ! hl 0 ; e; Pi if l; l 0 6 = P h?; e; Pi 7 ! hl; e; Pi hP; e; Pi 7 ! h?; t; ?i
The rst rule says that philosophers are born thinking, without forks. The second rule says that if a philosopher has no forks, then he can continue in his present state, without constraining the actions of his two neighboring philosophers. The third rule says if he has no forks and is thinking, then he may become hungry, again without constraining his neighbors. The fourth rule says that if he has no forks, then he can pick up his right fork if it is available, without constraining his left neighbor (note that, by the second rule, he need not do so). The fth rule says that he can remain in the state of having just a right fork, without constraining his left neighbor (but he does not need to so remain, because l can be any fork state). The sixth rule says that if he has a right fork, then he can pick up his left fork, if it is available. The last rule says that if he has both forks and is eating, then he can put them both down and think. (A slightly more accurate model might add a rule saying that if he has both forks he can continue to hold them and eat; under the above rules, he has only one unit of time in which to eat.)
The object for each philosopher has two projections, from its rst and third components, as shown in the diagram above.
Let L denote the limit of this system, and let I = f0; :::; ig 2 I 0 (!). Then o cially, the elements of L(I) are 8-tuples of functions on I, four of them 3-tuples for the philosophers, and four of them elements of P ? , for the forks. However, it is equivalent to consider 16-tuple valued functions on I, by attening the 3-tuples. In fact, these 16-tuples have a lot of redundancy, due to the constraints imposed by their representing consistent nets of points, and it su ces to consider 8-tuples of the form s = hf 1 ; f 2 ; f 3 ; f 4 ; p 1 ; p 2 ; p 3 ; p 4 i with f i 2 P ? and p i 2 ft; eg, where f i is the state of the i th fork and p i is the middle component of the state of the i th philosopher. Hereafter, we will feel free to call p i \the state of P i " and to call such 8-tuples \states of the system". Notice that when the system is in state s, then each philosopher P i (for i = 1; 2; 3; 4) is in the state hf i?1 ; p i ; f i+1 i, where the subscripts are understood modulo 4.
There is a unique state of the system in which each philosopher is in his initial state, namely h?; ?; ?; ?; t; t; t; ti and we will call this the \initial state of the system". It is now easy to see that the state in which each philosopher holds his right fork is a reachable deadlock state. To see that it is reachable, it su ces to give a sequence transitions from the initial state to it. In fact, two parallel transitions are enough: in the rst, each philosopher becomes hungry, and in the second, each philosopher picks up his right fork: h?; ?; ?; ?; t; t; t; ti 7 ! h?; ?; ?; ?; e; e; e; ei 7 ! hP 1 ; P 2 ; P 3 ; P 4 ; e; e; e; ei : 10 A more accurate description would be \hungry and in a process that may lead to eating." Let us denote this last state by x. To see that it is a deadlock state, we note that only the second rule applies to x. This is checked by seeing which lefthand sides of rules match hP i?1 ; e; P i+1 i, where the subscripts are again understood modulo 4. Therefore, the only possible transitions from x return the system to state x, because the corresponding righthand side of the second rule is again hP i?1 ; e; P i+1 i. This analysis also shows that the system is not terminal.
It is possible to modify this example to use real time, by giving a slightly di erent interpretation for the transition notation 7 !; however, we omit this. 2
Deadlock can also arise when testing to see if some system satis es some property by interconnecting the system with the property and taking the limit: if the property is inconsistent with the system, in the sense that the system has no states with the given property, then the interconnected system exhibits deadlock.
Information Flow and Security
Another important property of real systems is security: we may want to be sure that access to certain con dential information is protected, and that certain unauthorised actions are prevented. For example, we don't want an electronic bank robber to be able to discover which are the largest accounts, and then withdraw funds from them. It is now rather well recognised that \non-interference" assertions can be used to express security properties of (monolithic) sequential systems 20, 21 ]. An active research topic is the extension of such assertions to more general classes of system. De nition 43 below extends non-interference to a much wider class of system, such as distributed object oriented databases, and appears to be more general than anything else in the literature. De nition 43: Given a system S with objects S n for n 2 N, with morphisms ' e : S n ! S n 0 for e : n ! n 0 , and with behaviour (i.e., limit) L having projections n : L ! S n , then S m is non-interfering with S k , written S m 6 ; S k , i the following holds: let L 0 be the limit of the subsystem of S from which S m and all morphisms to and from S m have been omitted; let 0 n : L 0 ! S n be its projections, for n 2 N ? fmg; then k (L) = 0 k (L 0 ).
2
What this says 11 is that the behaviour of the system looks the same from the object S k with the object S m omitted as it does with the object S m present; i.e., there is no ow of information 11 It may help to think of \k" as a \crook" and \m" as a \market analyst" whose information k seeks to steal.
from S m to S k . This de nition is general enough to apply to data dependency analysis for compilers of concurrent languages onto distributed systems, and to the ow of information in natural language conversation, along the lines suggested by situation semantics 4] and the work of Dretske 6 ]. Indeed, it seems possible that sheaf theory could help in providing a natural semantics for situation theory.
Conclusions
Our sheaf approach provides a semantic, i.e., model theoretic, foundation for concurrent distributed computing by (possibly active) objects, without commitment to any particular notation or conceptualisation for concurrency. In general, such an approach should be closer to our physical intuition, and can provide standards against which to measure the soundness and completeness of syntactic systems. Sheaf theory has been used in mathematics to study relationships between local and global phenomena, for example, in algebraic geometry, di erential geometry, and even logic; the subject has also been developed in an abstract form using category theory. The theory of topoi, originally developed by Lawvere and Tierney (see 33] , 26], 2]) is perhaps the most exciting development in this respect. An interesting topic for future research is to see what the theory of topoi can tell us about concurrency. For example, one should be able to reason about a system using the internal intuitionistic logic of the corresponding topos of sheaves.
Concepts from category theory have helped us achieve generality: objects have been modeled by sheaves; inheritance by sheaf morphisms; systems by diagrams; and interconnections by diagrams of diagrams. In addition, behaviour is given by limit, and the result of interconnection by colimit. The approach is illustrated with many examples, including a semantics for a simple concurrent object-based programming language.
The de nitions, examples and results in this paper are just a beginning. Yet the variety of examples may be surprising. Moreover, one example illustrates an important class of applications, namely the semantics of concurrent, distributed object oriented systems. Some of the de nitions may also be surprising for their generality, including a notion of security that generalises the Goguen-Meseguer non-interference approach 20, 21] from sequential systems to (for example) real time distributed concurrent object oriented databases. A very general de nition of deadlock is also given. It is interesting that these concepts are so easily stated in a purely semantic form.
